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Last week Monday HDFC merger news made the Index breach the top of the trend line and trigger
all stops. However, the rest of the week has gradual pull back to the opening levels and the final
Friday’s strong move to 17840 and finally closed at 17775 taking the base of 17600. The weekly
charts have formed a doji well above the previous week’s candle. The target of inverted H&S
which is nearer to 17890 around 1000 points from the neckline at 16890 is already achieved.
While this positive outlook is expected to continue and the next target for the Index is 18375.
However, there are strong hurdles around 17885 and 18100. The Index is likely to enter another
congestion zone between 17600-118070.
Disclaimer: The views expressed here are personal and for learning and reference purpose
only.

A key observation from the weekly charts is that the Index is still moving in the wedge formation
which has the top at 18070. If the momentum continues we may see attempt of 18375 on break
of 18070. Till we see a close below 17330 the market may continue to be biddish.
Next couple of weeks could decide whether the Index is likely to make new high or make a “U”
turn. Market may choose to ignore the inflation and Geo-political risks and head towards a new
horizon. Financial markets are reasonable indicator of the events likely to unfold. If that be the
case present optimism is a welcome sign.

Bank Nifty:
As expected the break of 36700 has made Bank Nifty to attempt doors for an attempt of
38765.The daily charts show significant positive signs while the Monthly shows a strong
resistance at 38720 which is the top of the trend line starting from Nov 21. The intermediary
support at 37350 is crucial level to watch. Bulls have the best opportunity to break the barrier at
38700 which could see the Index scale Feb high of 39400 and beyond. However, one sharp move
down can distort the oscillators which a common feature in Bank Nifty. The overall picture
continues to be positive and above 38k we may see scaling Feb high of 39400.
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USDINR
The crucial support at 75.45 was tested last week and the pair made a strong bounce back. Expect
a range trade between 75.50 and 77.00 with a pivot at 76.30. For now, the pair does not show
any major indication for a break-out.
Gold
Precious metal has entered into a tight trap between 1920-1960 for the past three weeks which
is unusual. There can be sharp moves within this range. Only on break of either side we can get
clues for further direction and the target.
Crypto
After nearly 3 months of range trading and consolidation. Since the beginning of 2021, only on
three occasions the Crypto is seen in a trading range of 15% on either side. Next couple of weeks
could see strong actions in the Crypto currencies. There are conflicting signals in different time
frames and upside seems capped for now and Monthly charts show a strong down move
Crude
Good to see the oil prices cooling. The chances of choppiness expected to continue as disorder
is the order of the season. Below 97, crude is expected to trend towards 88. Only a close below
90 can signal that the war is over. Technically Crude moving towards 70 is possible provided
weekly close is below 90. However, the upside risk is capped as long as we see the crude trade
below 110.
Let the present optimism continue and normalcy be restored. Markets have seen too many risks
for the past two years.
Stay safe
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